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Frozen Dreams Allison Rosen 2015-11-17 Wedding up-to-date scientific
information to an understanding of the emotional burdens and ethical
dilemmas that inhere in reproductive medicine, Frozen Dreams:
Psychodynamic Dimensions of Infertility and Assisted Reproduction provides
an overview of the psychology of infertility patients and of the evaluative,
administrative, and especially psychotherapeutic issues involved in helping
them. The contributors to this volume, who include professionals from
nationally prestigious reproductive programs as well as psychotherapists who
evaluate and work clinically with infertility patients, explore the complex
choices about life and death that are the daily experience of infertility
specialists. In voices equally authoritative and intimate, psychotherapists and
other health professionals explore the therapeutic process with patients and
couples struggling with miscarriage, infertility, childlessness, the possibility of
adoption, and the promise of assisted pregnancy. And the contributors are
equally attentive to the range of issues that challenge physicians and nurses

active in reproductive medicine, intent on providing practical information that
will aid decision-making in this demanding area of practice. Written for a large
audience of psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, researchers, nurses,
physicians, and general readers, Frozen Dreams is a fascinating introduction
to the human face of reproductive medicine. Filled with intriguing and edifying
case histories, it will appeal to all mental health professionals who work with
adult patients through their childbearing years. For professionals who work
inside the complex world of infertility treatment, Frozen Dreams will quickly
become an essential text that is turned to repeatedly for information, guidance,
reassurance, and revitalization.
The Role of the Psychologist in Reproductive Medicine Shara Jan Marrero
2013
Infertility Counseling Sharon N. Covington 2006-10-16 Infertility Counseling: A
Comprehensive Handbook for Clinicians, 2nd edition, is a comprehensive,
multidisciplinary textbook for all health professionals providing care for
individuals facing reproductive health issues. It is the most thorough and
extensive book currently available for clinicians in the field of infertility
counseling, providing an exhaustive and comprehensive review of topics. It
addresses both the medical and psychological aspects of infertility, reviewing
assessment approaches, treatment strategies, counseling for medical
conditions impacting fertility, third-party reproduction, alternative family
building and post infertility counseling issues. Each chapter follows the same
format: introduction, historical overview, literature review, theoretical
framework, identification of clinical issues, suggestions for therapeutic
interventions, and future implication. This edition also includes extensive
appendixes of clinical tools useful to the clinician, including an Internet
database of resources and an extensive glossary of terminology.
Assessing the Medical Risks of Human Oocyte Donation for Stem Cell
Research National Research Council 2007-03-22 It is widely understood that
stem cell treatments have the potential to revolutionize medicine. Because of
this potential, in 2004 California voters approved Proposition 71 to set up a 10year, $3 billion program to fund research on stem cells. Under the direction of
the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine, this program will pay to build
facilities for stem cell research and will fund doctors and scientists to carry out
research with the ultimate goal of helping to develop therapies based on stem
cells. For this research to move forward, however, will require a steady supply
of stem cells, particularly human embryonic stem cells. Those stem cells are
collected from developing human embryos created from eggs-or oocytesharvested from the ovaries of female donors. Thus much of the promise of
stem cells depends on women choosing to donate oocytes to the research
effort. The oocyte donation process is not without risk, however. Donors are

given doses of hormones to trigger the production of more eggs than would
normally be produced, and this hormone treatment can have various side
effects. Once the eggs have matured in the ovary, they must be retrieved via a
surgical procedure that is typically performed under anesthesia, and both the
surgery and the anesthesia carry their own risks. Furthermore, given the very
personal nature of egg donation, the experience may carry psychological risks
for some women as well. With this in mind, in 2006 the California Institute for
Regenerative Medicine contracted with the National Academies to organize a
workshop that would bring together experts from various areas to speak about
the potential risks of oocyte donation and to summarize what is known and
what needs to be known about this topic. The Committee on Assessing the
Medical Risks of Human Oocyte Donation for Stem Cell Research was formed
to plan the workshop, which was held in San Francisco on September 28,
2006. This report is a summary and synthesis of that workshop.
Infertility Sandra R. Leiblum 1997 Infertility: Psychological Issues and
Counseling Strategies is a valuable reference for mental health professionals
who treat individuals and couples grappling with the psychological and
emotional strains of infertility and its treatment. Drawing upon their
professional experiences as well as the current literature in the field, leading
practitioners consider the differences in how women and men react to a
diagnosis of infertility and describe strategies for helping individuals deal with
the anxieties, feelings of inadequacy, and low self-esteem that can follow such
a diagnosis. These experts examine the effects of infertility on love, sex, and
other facets of a relationship and detail methods for helping couples resolve
conflicts about infertility. They explore the latest findings on pregnancy-related
stress and its possible somatic effects, and they describe effective stress
management techniques. They offer practical guidelines for helping patients to
cope with failed fertility treatments and manage the grief of a miscarriage. And
they examine a wide range of clinical issues surrounding alternative routes to
parenting, including adoption.
Reproductive Health Psychology Olga B. A. van den Akker 2012-03-23 This
volume provides a comprehensive, up-to-date theoretical andempirical
background to the psychology of reproductive health. Provides a life span
perspective of the psychology ofreproductive health and its disorders, from
menarche to menopauseand reproductive health in older age Focuses on
issues of the individual's reproductive healthexperience, including
reproduction, pregnancy, maternity, andbirth, as well as conditions such as
PMDD, dysmenorrhea, and eventsincluding pregnancy failure, and abortion
Acknowledges the wider social context with discussions ofpoverty, inequality,
educational and economic status, age, andurban versus rural access
Addresses life style related factors, human rights to choice,information and

access, fertility control and reproductive healthregulation and health care
services Illustrates topics with empirical data supported with tablesand figures
Medical and Psychosocial Care of the Cancer Survivor Kenneth Miller 2010-1025 Medical and Psychosocial Care of the Cancer Survivor is a comprehensive
clinical reference for care of the cancer survivor from early post-treatment
through long term care. Expertly written by thirty-five renowned oncologists
and other specialists from the Yale Cancer Center, this resource covers
psychosocial sequelae of cancer therapy epidemiology, pathogenesis, and risk
reduction, medical sequalae of cancer therapy, and patient vignettes.
Issues in Reproductive Medicine Research: 2011 Edition 2012-01-09 Issues in
Reproductive Medicine Research / 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™
eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about
Reproductive Medicine Research. The editors have built Issues in
Reproductive Medicine Research: 2011 Edition on the vast information
databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about
Reproductive Medicine Research in this eBook to be deeper than what you
can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative,
informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Reproductive Medicine
Research: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists,
engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is
from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by
the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now
have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More
information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
The Palgrave Handbook of Infertility in History Gayle Davis 2017-09-01 This
ground-breaking, interdisciplinary volume provides an overdue assessment of
how infertility has been understood, treated and experienced in different times
and places. It brings together scholars from disciplines including history,
literature, psychology, philosophy, and the social sciences to create the first
large-scale review of recent research on the history of infertility. Through
exploring an unparalleled range of chronological periods and geographical
regions, it develops historical perspectives on an apparently transhistorical
experience. It shows how experiences of infertility, access to treatment, and
medical perspectives on this ‘condition’ have been mediated by social,
political, and cultural discourses. The handbook reflects on and interrogates
different approaches to the history of infertility, including the potential of crossdisciplinary perspectives and the uses of different kinds of historical source
material, and includes lists of research resources to aid teachers and
researchers. It is an essential ‘go-to’ point for anyone interested in infertility
and its history. Chapter 19 is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license via

link.springer.com.
Technology and Infertility Machelle M. Seibel 2012-12-06 Medicine is changing
at a speed never witnessed before in history. With each passing year, medical
technology achieves the capacity to provide cures and improve treatments that
even a short time before were difficult to con ceptualize and impossible to
provide. Reproductive technology personifies this concept perhaps better than
any other field of medicine. The 1990s have seen an explosion in endoscopic
and ambulatory procedures, the application of molecular biology to clinical
conditions, and the refinement of assisted reproduction to allow third parties
(donors and surrogates) into the process of family building. More than ever
before, comprehensive medical care requires a team approach. However, the
team comprises not only medical and scientific personnel, but also mental
health professionals, lawyers, and ethicists. This integrated and
multidisciplinary approach to medical care will become even more necessary
as medical capabilities continue to develop faster than society can respond.
This book reflects such an approach. It is based on a Harvard Postgraduate
Course in June 1990 entitled Infertility in the 1990s: Technological Advances
and Their Psychosocial Implications that was sponsored by the Faulkner
Centre for Reproductive Medicine. The first half of the course was directed by
Drs. M. Seibel, A. Kiessling, and C. Richards. The second half of the course
was directed by Dr. M. Seibel, J. Bernstein, R. N. and S. Levin, LICSW.
Psychological Issues in Infertility 1993
Assisted Reproduction Techniques Khaldoun Sharif 2012-03-26 Assisted
reproduction techniques have led to the birth of 4 million babies worldwide
Assisted reproduction techniques (ART), in particular in–vitro fertilization and
intra–cytoplasmic sperm injection, are the most advanced forms of infertility
treatment. They involve numerous counseling, medical, surgical and
laboratory–based steps. At each step various problems and complications
could be encountered that challenge even the most experienced ART
practitioners. Moreover, patients with complex medical disorders may require
ART, presenting further challenges. Assisted Reproduction Techniques will
stimulate resourceful thinking in the ART practitioner when faced with these
challenges. It outlines various management options, the reasoning behind
them, and the evidence on which they are based to enable the practitioner to
choose the most suitable solution for the needs of each patient. Written by 122
internationally renowned experts, Assisted Reproduction Techniques follows
the patient?s journey throughout the whole ART process, with chapters on:
Counseling and preparation Ovarian stimulation Oocyte retrieval Embryo
transfer The luteal phase The ART laboratory The male patient The ART
pregnancy Each of the 100 concise chapters includes clinical cases,
background, evidence–based practical management options, preventive

measures and key–point summaries of the important details. Assisted
Reproduction Techniques gives a wide–ranging practical guide to all those
wishing to support couples who cannot conceive naturally.
Reproductive Medicine for the MRCOG Siladitya Bhattacharya 2021-02-25 An
authoritative account of the causes of infertility that fully explores the clinical
assessment of patients and covers the decision-making behind treatment
options. The content follows the MRCOG syllabus as well as delving deeper
into subjects covered by the RCOG Advanced Training Skills Modules
(ATSMs), leaving readers well prepared for their examinations. Written by
nationally recognised leaders in the field, this volume concisely reviews
contemporary clinical practice. Using an aetiology-based approach, chapters
discuss ovulatory dysfunction, endometriosis, male infertility, uterine/tubal
factors and unexplained infertility. The increasing use of third-party
reproduction and surrogacy is explored, along with the psychosocial aspects of
this type of treatment. Ethical dilemmas surrounding reproductive medicine
and their management are covered in depth. With an emphasis on practical
approaches to the delivery and organisation of clinical and laboratory services,
readers learn how to ensure the support and care they offer is of the highest
quality.
Psychological Aspects of Women's Reproductive Health Michael W. O'Hara
1995 "In this insightful text, the editors and contributors explore the
interrelationship between the psychology of women and their reproductive
health. The volume discusses reproductive transitions in women's lives,
addresses the psychology of gynecological problems, including cancer and
sexually transmitted diseases, and focuses on issues in obstetrics including
infertility and high-risk pregnancy. The concluding chapter deals with medical
decision making. This volume is of relevance and importance to psychiatrists,
psychologists, and counselors, as well as nurses, social workers, and other
health professionals and students concerned with women's health."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All
Rights Reserved
Textbook of Assisted Reproductive Techniques, Fourth Edition (Two Volume
Set) David K. Gardner 2012-06-27 Textbook of Assisted Reproductive
Techniques has become a classic comprehensive reference for the whole
team at the IVF clinic. The fourth edition comes more conveniently as a set of
two separate volumes, one for laboratory aspects and the other for clinical
applications. The text has been extensively revised, with the addition of
several important new contributions on laboratory aspects including
developing techniques such as PICSI, IMSI, and time-lapse imaging. The
second volume focuses on clinical applications and includes new chapters on
lifestyle factors, tailored ovarian stimulation, frozen-thawed embryo transfer,

viral disease, and religious perspectives. As before, methods, protocols, and
techniques of choice are presented by eminent international experts. The two
volume set includes: ? Volume One - Laboratory Perspectives ? Volume Two Clinical Perspectives
Involuntary Childlessness Bernhard Strauss 2002 From the Contents -Psychological and Psychosomatic Aspects of Involuntary Childlessness Psychological Diagnosis, Counseling and Psychotherapy in Fertility Medicine Primary Medical Care of Infertile Couples - Specific Counseling and Therapy
Approaches - Contact Addresses
Donor Conception for Life Katherine Fine 2018-05-08 This book is about the
psychological experiences of women and men who have used donor
conception to create their families. The authors offer diverse accounts of their
clinical, research, and personal experiences. They describe the challenge of
powerful conscious and unconscious fantasies that can be aroused and how
these may reawaken early anxieties and developmental struggles. Whilst
recipients of donated eggs or sperm may think they are simply acquiring a
factor of reproduction, they are also receiving the genetic history of another
family. The sensitive management of these relationships is considered in
relation to establishing healthy and well-functioning families. The way these
emotional challenges are negotiated is likely to be reflected in how parents talk
with children about their donor origins.
Infertility Annette L. Stanton 2013-06-29 As a researcher whose work focuses
largely on the causes and conse quences of unwanted pregnancy, I may
appear to be an unlikely candidate to write a foreword to a book on infertility.
Yet, many of the themes that emerge in the study of unwanted pregnancy are
also apparent in the study of infertility. Moreover, this volume is an important
contribution to the literature on fertility, women's health issues, and health
psychology in general, all topics with which I have been closely involved over
the past two decades. Neither pregnancy nor its absence is inherently
desirable: The occurrence of a pregnancy can be met with joy or despair, and
its absence can be a cause of relief or anguish. Whether or not these states
are wanted, the conscious and unconscious meanings attached to pregnancy
and in fertility, the responses of others, the perceived implications of these
states, and one's expectations for the future all are critical factors in
determining an individual's response. In addition, both unwanted pregnancy
and failure to conceive can be socially stigmatized, evoking both overt and
subtle social disapproval. Fur ther, they involve not only the woman, but her
partner, and potentially the extended family. Finally, both of these reproductive
issues have been poorly researched. Because both are emotionally charged
and socially stigmatized events, they are difficult to study. Much of the early

literature relied on anecdotal or case reports.
Mental Health Aspects of Women's Reproductive Health World Health
Organization 2009 This book has reviewed the research undertaken on a
broad range of reproductive health issues and their mental health
determinants/consequences over the last 15 years from both high- and lowincome countries. Evidence from peer-reviewed journals has been used
wherever possible but has been augmented with results of a specific survey
initiated to gather state of the art information on reproductive and mental
health issues from a variety of researchers and interested parties. Valuable
data from consultant reports, national programme evaluations and
postgraduate research work was also compiled, analyzed and synthesized
Coping with Infertility Negar Nicole Jacobs 2013-05-13 Coping with Infertility is
an essential source of emotional support for any couple struggling with
involuntary childlessness. The book offers proven techniques and real-life
examples from both men and women, in order to outline common emotional
reactions and remind couples that they are not alone in their ups and downs.
The coping skills discussed in the book have been assembled from years of
working with individuals in clinical trials and have undergone rigorous scientific
testing. These state-of-the-art techniques have been shown to be effective in
helping couples deal with the stress, depression, relationship problems, and
grief often associated with infertility. Coping with Infertility is an easily
accessible and problem-focused guide for couples to use in overcoming the
emotional roadblocks of infertility.
Fertility Preservation Jacques Donnez 2020-09-30 This new edition provides a
much-needed reference book to accommodate emerging and expanding
knowledge in fertility preservation, the rapidly growing field of reproductive
medicine associated with advances in oncology. Written by a team of worldleading experts in the field and comprehensive in its scope, the book covers
the full range of techniques and scientific concepts in detail. It opens with an
introduction to fertility preservation in both cancer and non-cancer patients,
followed by fertility preservation strategies in males and females, including
medical/surgical procedures, ART, cryopreservation and transplantation of
ovarian tissue, and in-vitro follicle culture. Concluding chapters address new
technologies, as well as ethical, legal and religious issues. The book has been
thoroughly updated, includes additional contributors, and now provides greater
focus on practical and clinically relevant issues. Richly illustrated throughout,
this is a key resource for clinicians specializing in reproductive medicine,
gynecology, oncology, hematology, endocrinology and infertility.
Fertility Counseling Sharon N. Covington 2015-04-02 This book presents the
latest in-depth, case-based counseling approaches to new, increasingly

complex psychosocial issues of patients requiring assisted reproduction.
With Child in Mind Margarete Sandelowski 2016-11-11 Sandelowski retells the
stories of couples who want to have children, but cannot. In their own words,
the couples candidly discuss what it means to be infertile and how infertility
ultimately affects their views of themselves, their values, their children, and
their interactions with others. Information from more than 500 intensive
interviews with women and couples forms the core of With Child in Mind.
Cambridge Handbook of Psychology, Health and Medicine Susan Ayers 200708-23 Health psychology is a rapidly expanding discipline at the interface of
psychology and clinical medicine. This new edition is fully reworked and
revised, offering an entirely up-to-date, comprehensive, accessible, one-stop
resource for clinical psychologists, mental health professionals and specialists
in health-related matters. There are two new editors: Susan Ayers from the
University of Sussex and Kenneth Wallston from Vanderbilt University Medical
Center. The prestigious editorial team and their international, interdisciplinary
cast of authors have reconceptualised their much-acclaimed handbook. The
book is now in two parts: part I covers psychological aspects of health and
illness, assessments, interventions and healthcare practice. Part II covers
medical matters listed in alphabetical order. Among the many new topics
added are: diet and health, ethnicity and health, clinical interviewing, mood
assessment, communicating risk, medical interviewing, diagnostic procedures,
organ donation, IVF, MMR, HRT, sleep disorders, skin disorders, depression
and anxiety disorders.
Women's Mental Health Susan G. Kornstein 2004-12-15 This comprehensive
reference and text synthesizes a vast body of clinically useful knowledge about
women's mental health and health care. Coverage includes women's
psychobiology across the life span--sex differences in neurobiology and
psychopharmacology and psychiatric aspects of the reproductive cycle--as
well as gender-related issues in assessment and treatment of frequently
encountered psychiatric disorders. Current findings are presented on sex
differences in epidemiology, risk factors, presenting symptoms, treatment
options and outcomes, and more. Also addressed are mental health
consultation to other medical specialties, developmental and sociocultural
considerations in service delivery, and research methodology and health policy
concerns.
Surgical and Medical Management of Male Infertility Marc Goldstein 2013-0228 Written by world-renowned experts, this textbook comprehensively covers
the evaluation, treatment and prevention of male infertility.
Individuals, Families, and the New Era of Genetics Suzanne L. Feetham 2006
American Journal of Nursing 2007 Book of the Year Award Winner.
Fertility Preservation in Male Cancer Patients John P. Mulhall 2013-02-21 Men

with cancer rendered infertile by surgery, chemotherapy, radiation and
hormone therapy that are needed to control or cure their disease are
increasingly being offered the chance to preserve their reproductive potential
through artificial reproductive technologies. Cryopreservation of sperm and
testicular tissue have increasingly helped boys and men preserve their fertility.
There is a growing subspecialty within reproductive medicine aimed at fertility
preservation in this population. Furthermore, strategies are being developed
that may in the future revolutionize the approach to such patients. Written by
international authorities in the field of fertility preservation, this comprehensive
book is aimed at clinicians dealing with male cancer patients, in particular,
urologists, andrologists, oncologists, pediatricians and nursing staff as well as
clinicians in reproductive endocrinology. The text reviews the impact of
cancers and their treatment on male fertility, the available fertility preservation
strategies and post-treatment management.
Reproductive Medicine Sulbha Arora 2014-02-28 Comprehensive guide to
diagnosis and management of infertility. Internationally recognised author
team from USA, Canada, Europe and Asia.
Fertility Counseling Sharon N. Covington 2015-04-02 Using real-world cases,
this clinical guide details the psychosocial challenges faced by patients
navigating the world of medically assisted reproduction (MAR). It describes in
depth the latest perspectives on counseling approaches to the evolving
complexities of family creation, whether fertility issues are a presenting
problem or occur during the course of therapy or the aftermath of a struggle
with infertility. Applying an evidence-based, cross-border approach,
international experts not only discuss advanced perspectives on topics such
as third party reproduction, pregnancy loss and adoption, but also newer
issues of fertility preservation, 'older' patient parenthood, LGBT and singles'
family creation. A comprehensive resource, it explores pioneering insights into
fertility counseling such as spirituality, developing disclosure language, a
counselor's personal fertility issues, and more. This is an essential aid for
medical and mental health professionals to develop and refine the skills
needed to treat the increasingly diverse and complex needs of MAR patients.
Frozen Dreams Allison Rosen 2015-11-17 Wedding up-to-date scientific
information to an understanding of the emotional burdens and ethical
dilemmas that inhere in reproductive medicine, Frozen Dreams:
Psychodynamic Dimensions of Infertility and Assisted Reproduction provides
an overview of the psychology of infertility patients and of the evaluative,
administrative, and especially psychotherapeutic issues involved in helping
them. The contributors to this volume, who include professionals from
nationally prestigious reproductive programs as well as psychotherapists who
evaluate and work clinically with infertility patients, explore the complex

choices about life and death that are the daily experience of infertility
specialists. In voices equally authoritative and intimate, psychotherapists and
other health professionals explore the therapeutic process with patients and
couples struggling with miscarriage, infertility, childlessness, the possibility of
adoption, and the promise of assisted pregnancy. And the contributors are
equally attentive to the range of issues that challenge physicians and nurses
active in reproductive medicine, intent on providing practical information that
will aid decision-making in this demanding area of practice. Written for a large
audience of psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, researchers, nurses,
physicians, and general readers, Frozen Dreams is a fascinating introduction
to the human face of reproductive medicine. Filled with intriguing and edifying
case histories, it will appeal to all mental health professionals who work with
adult patients through their childbearing years. For professionals who work
inside the complex world of infertility treatment, Frozen Dreams will quickly
become an essential text that is turned to repeatedly for information, guidance,
reassurance, and revitalization.
The Fertility Doctor's Guide to Overcoming Infertility Mark P. Trolice 2020-0107 Give yourself the best-possible odds for getting pregnant and having a
baby with this concise, expert, and encouraging companion as your guide! In
the only general guide to infertility written by a medical doctor who specializes
in the subject, Mark Trolice, MD—who is board-certified in both OB/GYN and
REI (Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility)—shares the practical
knowledge he has gained from working in infertility medicine for years, with
many hundreds of patients, alongwith the warmth and wisdom he has acquired
from getting to know prospective parents from all kind of backgrounds. The
journey from infertility to fertility, from childlessness to a brand-new baby, can
be long and arduous. It involves complicated medical diagnoses, a wide range
of treatment options, a host of potential lifestyle changes, lots of emotional ups
and downs, and—even with the best medical insurance—challenging financial
decisions. Your doctors cannot decide everything for you, and that is why an
authoritative and comprehensive book, written in clear and understandable
language for the layperson, is essential. This is that book. The book opens
with an exploration of all the possible causes of infertility, covering both
couples who have never been pregnant and ones who have had recurrent
losses of pregnancies. Unique among infertility guides, this volume gives
roughly equal weight to male and female causes, which is important because
about 40% of infertility cases are due to men's issues—and some couples
need to address issues in both the prospective mother and prospective father.
It covers endometriosis, fibroids, POS (Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome), tubal
factor, male factor, and other possible causes. Next it looks at your treatment
options. Importantly, these are not just medical interventions, but they also

include lifestyle changes you alone can make, involving sleep, diet, exercise,
and other forms of self-care. Among medical options, IUI (Intrauterine
Insemination), IVF (In Vitro Fertilization), and various surgical procedures are
covered in detail. Some couples are lucky to have a short journey to fertility.
For others, the process takes years. With a gentle and sure hand, and nonjudgmentally, Dr. Trolice guides you through the many decisions you need to
make along the way, such as whether or not to continue treatments, whether
to change practitioners or treatments, and whether it is a good idea to continue
to spend money on procedures not covered by your insurance. He
understands that these are emotionally weighty decisions that involve the
future of your family, and he provides ample grounds for optimism and hope,
empowering you as you take this journey.
Ethical Dilemmas in Fertility Counseling Judith E. Horowitz 2010 "This book is
for practicing psychologists in the field of fertility counseling and those
considering entering this relatively new and evolving field. The goal is for these
professionals to have a resource to help them resolve ethical dilemmas they
encounter in their work. Using this book as a knowledge base will assist
psychologists who are working with individuals and couples using the various
assisted reproductive technologies (ARTs) and those needing to fulfill,
according to American Society of Reproductive Medicine guidelines, the
psychological component of their assessment prior to being admitted into ART
protocols. Our goal in this book is to provide guidance to mental health
professionals and help them to avoid inadvertently crossing ethical
boundaries. This book is meant to be thought provoking. We have undertaken
to frame the issues and set forth the factors that should be considered when
confronting a novel ethical problem fraught with conflicting social and personal
values. We provide a framework within which mental health professionals can
attempt to balance the full range of perspectives and work toward a resolution
of complex, ever-changing questions. The information contained in this book is
concentrated on the relevant psychological, moral, ethical, and legal aspects
of reproductive medicine as well as the various roles psychologists may play in
fertility counseling"--Introduction. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2010 APA,
all rights reserved).
Reproductive Trauma Janet Jaffe (Ph. D.) 2011 A comprehensive guide for the
clinical practitioner. The authors draw from a wealth of empirical research as
well as numerous case studies to provide a deep understanding of the
experience of infertility and how to help guide patients through the
process.ùMary P. Riddle, PhD, The Pennsylvania State University, World
Campus -Infertility Kevin Wm. Wildes 2012-12-06 Infertility: A Crossroad of Faith,
Medicine, and Technology brings together a diverse group of clinicians,

theologians, and philosophers to examine the use of reproductive technologies
in the light of the Roman Catholic moral tradition and recent teaching. The
book provides relevant background information (e.g. Donum Vitae from the
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith) as it explores the psychological,
social, legal, and moral contexts of reproductive medicine. This book is
Volume 3 of Catholic Studies in Bioethics in the series Philosophy and
Medicine.
Psychological and Medical Perspectives on Fertility Care and Sexual Health
Kim Bergman 2021-10-21 Psychological and Medical Perspectives on Fertility
Care and Sexual Health provides the necessary specialized training of sexual
dysfunction and sex therapy to those in reproductive medicine. Understanding
and knowledge about these sexual dysfunctions is needed for reproductive
specialists to identify sexual problems, provide treatment if they are able or
make appropriate referrals, and coordinate care for more specialized and
specific needs as part of the patients overall reproductive medical
management. This must-have reference explores the intimate interface of
sexuality and fertility, male and female sexual function, cultural influences on
women, Eastern medicine, and more! Provides the first-of-its-kind book for
clinicians that summarizes literature and interventions and brings together the
current researchers and thinkers on this topic Explores diverse populations
typically left out, including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender individuals,
women and people of color Presents a treatment dilemma for many health
care providers: should one condition be treated before the other or should
concurrent services be offered? Identifies common sexual
problems/dysfunctions presented by infertility patients Describes interventions
for these problems and identifies resources for appropriate treatment of sexual
dysfunction
Fertility and Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART) Joanne S. Stevenson,
PhD, RN, FAAN 2016-01-25 Delivers current knowledge from global experts at
the forefront of fertility and ART healthcare The first publication of its kind, this
book on fertility and assisted reproductive technology (ART) is a globally
focused, authoritative guide to state-of-the-art information about modern
fertility and ART healthcare. Written for clinicians, public health officials,
women’s health experts, scientists, students, scholars, and other interested
individuals, the book encompasses theoretical, research, policy, and clinical
practice aspects of fertility and ART healthcare. The book features the diverse
contributions of multidisciplinary researchers, scholars, and clinicians from
eight countries who explore contemporary health care perspectives regarding
individuals and families dealing with infertility and fertility challenges including
such advanced technologies as in-vitro fertilization, intrauterine insemination,
and oocyte preservation. The book addresses theoretical underpinnings of

fertility and ART healthcare including new ways of conceptualizing research
and theoretical concepts. Practical aspects involved with administering and
treating the many women and men whose lives are affected by fertility
challenges are illuminated. Complex policy concerns resulting from the rapid
advances in fertility and ART are considered. The health care needs of those
seeking fertility evaluation and treatment including access to care locally and
globally are examined in depth. The book also includes discussions about
novel approaches and emerging populations in fertility and ART healthcare
that expand the scope of care. Thought-provoking case examples from
contemporary care practices will help the reader to synthesize information.
Key Features: Delivers thought provoking ART research and practice issues
for health care clinicians, scholars, and scientists Synthesizes evolving theory,
research, clinical practice, and public policy concerns Addresses complex
considerations within the practice and delivery of fertility and ART services
Written by international thought leaders and emerging scholars on the forefront
of ART technologies and other issues Includes case study exemplars to
stimulate critical thinking and transform discussion about modern fertility and
ART care
Inconceivable Conceptions Jane Haynes 2004-03-01 It is over two decades
since the first test-tube baby was born. During this period a new belief that all
infertile women can now have babies has become widely accepted; indeed,
infertile couples may feel great pressure to seek a medical solution. However,
the psychological and social effects of the changing experiences of infertility
remain confusing, both for those who experience infertility and for wider
society. In this book, a distinguished range of contributors, including novelist
Hilary Mantel and Germaine Greer, examine the experience of infertility from
both male and female perspectives, the psychological aspects of infertility
diagnosis and treatment, and the often radical and unexpected effects on
kinship. Drawing from a wide range of theoretical backgrounds including
Jungian, analytical, and compelling personal reflections, this book aims to
unravel the implications of advancing reproductive technology for our
understanding of ourselves and our families.
Principles and Practice of Fertility Preservation Jacques Donnez 2011-02-03
The specialty of fertility preservation offers patients with cancer, who are
rendered infertile by chemo- and radiotherapy, the opportunity to realize their
reproductive potential. This gold-standard publication defines the specialty.
The full range of techniques and scientific concepts is covered in detail, and
the author team includes many of the world's leading experts in the field. The
book opens with introductions to fertility preservation in both cancer and noncancer patients, followed by cancer biology, epidemiology and treatment, and
reproductive biology and cryobiology. Subsequent sections cover fertility

preservation strategies in males and females, including medical/surgical
procedures, ART, cryopreservation and transplantation of both ovarian tissue
and the whole ovary, and in-vitro follicle growth and maturation. Concluding
chapters address future technologies, as well as ethical, legal and religious
issues. Richly illustrated throughout, this is a key resource for all clinicians
specializing in reproductive medicine, gynecology, oncology, hematology,
endocrinology and infertility.
Textbook of Assisted Reproductive Techniques David K. Gardner 2017-11-09
Already established as a classic comprehensive reference for the whole team
at the IVF clinic, this new edition has been extensively revised, with the
addition of several important new contributions on laboratory ( including
advanced sperm selection techniques for ICSI, human embryo biopsy
procedures, oocyte activation, managing an oocyte bank, artificial gametes,
and epigenetics) as well as on clinical topics (including GnRH agonist
triggering, segmentation of IVF treatment, uterus transplantation, and risk and
safety management). As previously, methods, protocols, and techniques of
choice are presented by eminent contributors internationally.
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